
Top light for sports and leisure activities

Sports and leisure facilities
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Top performance competitions such 
as on national and international lev-
els, generally with large numbers of 
spectators and large visual distances 
between spectators and athletes.
High level training 

Lighting class I

Competitions on mid-level such as regional 
or local competitions, generally with a mid-
range quantity of spectators and mid-range 
visual distances between spectators and 
athletes
Performance training

Lighting class II

Good visibility demands balanced, 
harmonised lighting and this is especially true 
for sports centres. In such applications light 
must satisfy standards relating to illuminance, 
uniformity, glare limitation and the colour prop-
erties of the light sources as specified in the 
European DIN EN 12193 standard „Sports 
Lighting“, a directive that specifies lighting 
requirements for the most popular types of 

sports. Such requirements are to be under-
stood as minimum values, a fact that makes 
lighting tasks even more demanding.

Multi-purpose halls, as well as having to sat-
isfy the conditions specified by 
DIN EN 12193, must also meet further de-
mands and in addition must be 
equipped with temporary lighting such as 

Sports and leisure facilities
Athletes and operators shine in the right light.
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Basic competitions such as on a local or 
club-level, generally without spectators
General training
School sports
Leisure sports

Lighting class III

spots for a stage for example.

In order to meet the various requirements of 
individual uses, DIN EN 12193 assigns photo-
metric criteria to three different lighting classes, 
and in addition, the lighting demands created 
by specific visual requirements for the various 
types of sport are also defined.
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and multi-purpose hall
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Planning example sports- and
multi-purpose hall

Planning example tennis hall
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Planning example badminton hall
Planning example riding hall

Planning example indoorsoccer
Planning example bowling alley

Planning example shooting range
Basis for planning a winter sports hall
Basis for planning a bouldering hall

Multi-purpose hall - guaranteed to 
make the best use of the hall capacity
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DIN-EN: 300-750 Lux

DIN-EN: 300-750 Lux 
DIN-EN: 200-750 Lux 

DIN-EN: 300-750 Lux 

DIN-EN: 300-750 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200-500 Lux 
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Lighting variety sports- and multi-purpose halls

Sports halls
Multi-purpose halls

Glare-free lighting installations with 
ball impact resistance for good 
visibility and avoidance of accident 
and injury.
Tunable white luminaire.

P. 18/19

Tennis hall

Ball impact-resistant, glare-free, 
low-shadow lighting system for 
good visibility and no accidents. 

P. 20 Indoor soccer

Ball impact-resistant, glare-free 
lighting system for good visibility 
and no accidents.

P. 24

Glare-free, low-shadow lighting 
system for good visibility and no 
accidents. 

Badminton hall
P. 22

Squash hall

Ball impact-resistant, glare-free, 
low-shadow lighting system for 
good visibility and no accidents. 

P. 21

Glare-free lighting system with hig-
her degree of protection, insensitive 
to dust and humidity.

Riding hall
P. 23



DIN-EN: 200 Lux 

DIN-EN: 100 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200-500 Lux 

DIN-EN: 300 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200-750 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200-750 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200/500 Lux 

DIN-EN: 200/1000-2000 Lux 
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Changing rooms
Ancillary rooms

Robust luminaire systems with a 
high protection rating, impervious 
to dust and dirt. 

Corridors
Staircases

Cost effi ciency and safety with 
good general lighting. Accentuation 
of accident-prone areas.

Boulder hall

Glare-free, low-shadow lighting 
system for good visibility and no 
accidents. 

P. 27

Gym, 
exercising, yoga

Glare-free lighting system for good 
visibility and no accidents. Lighting 
should be able to be controlled.

P. 29

Indoor winter sports

Depending on the required use, 
glare-free and/or ball impact-
resistant lighting system for good 
visibility and no accidents.   

P. 27

Indoor playground

Glare-free, low-shadow lighting 
system for good visibility and no 
accidents. 

P. 28

Go-kart halls

Glare-free, low-shadow lighting 
system for good visibility and no 
accidents. 

P. 28

Bowling alley

200 Lux suffi ce in the approach 
area. 500 Lux are required for the 
pin set-up area.

P. 25

Shooting range

200 Lux suffi ce for the lanes. 1,000 
Lux are required at a distance of 25 
metres to the target, 2,000 Lux at a 
distance of 50 metres.

P. 26



Made in Germany

Licht · Energie · Umwelt
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Energy effi ciency

More information
in the brochure 
„Light - energy - 
the environment“

Quality features LED luminaires

Features for the qualitative assessment of LED luminaires

Luminaire output::

Luminaire luminous fl ux:

Luminaire luminous effi ciency:

Colour rendering:

Most similar colour temperature:

Spectrum locus tolerance (initial value):

Mean rated service life Lx By:

Ambient temperature for rated service life:

Luminous intensity distribution

Risk group RG:

PSYS  [W]

Φ [lm]

η [lm/W]

CRI or Ra (min. or >)

CCT or TCP [K]

number of SDCM or MacAdam ellipses

50000 [h] L80 B10 (the following applies if no B-value is quoted: B50)  

Tq [°C] (the following applies if no B-value is quoted: Tq=25°C)

LDT or IES-Data

RG (the following applies if no B-value is quoted: RG0 or RG1)

In these times of rising energy prices, energy 
effi ciency is primarily important to reduce 
costs, though also to save resources and 
protect the climate. Several components 
determine how economical a lighting sys-
tem is. Over the past few years, LED have 
established themselves on the market as the 
most economic form of lighting with what is 
currently the highest light output. We work 

with quality drivers to make luminaires dura-
ble and of a high quality. The luminaires are 
characterised by highly effi cient and care-
fully calculated lighting technology. Last but 
not least, the maintenance costs also play 
a role in a complex analysis. LED are better 
here too, the extra costs for changing the 
lamps are avoided due to their long service 
life.

Light  Energy  Environment
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Renovation and 
funding

Project data

Turnverein Hofheim 1861 e. V. Hofheim  in Lower Franconia

Actual project

Construction authority TV 1861 Hofheim, DE 
Lighting   Regiolux GmbH, 
   Königsberg DE
Electrician  Hümmer Elektrotechnik 
   GmbH + Co KG, Hofheim DE

Sports and leisure facilities are often in 
need of renovation. They are generally 
owned by non-profit clubs or local au-
thorities. 
Public funding and intelligent renovation 
concepts are thus important because 
there are limits to the amount of funding 
available.

LED technology - sustainability comes 
up trumps

These days, changing to LED technology 
lets you achieve the same lighting level 
with less than 50 % of the energy con-
sumption required, thus reducing opera-
ting costs in the long-term. 
The long service lives of the LED also 
have a positive effect on the CO2 
balance.

Funding - help for investors

Regiolux develops renovation concepts 
in line with funding guidelines and indi-
vidual requirements for the respective 
rooms. Such a concept was developed 
by the Energy Optimisation team for 
the Hofheim sports club, and following 
approval of the 30% grant by the Fede-
ral Ministry for the Environment, Nature 
Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU), 
the renovation work was implemented 
quickly.

Smart control - everything matches

Smart control technology now lets you 
not only save energy but also provide 
the right light for different uses.
Contact our Energy Optimisation project 
team for more detailed information.

T +49 9525 89-222
F +49 9525 89-223

energieoptimierung@regiolux.de
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Saving potentials indoor lighting

Old system from the 70s: Standard fluorescent lamp ballast ∅ 26 and/or 38 mm at conventional ballast, old luminaire with opal diffuser                           

* Deviation depends on applied technology 

Old system from the 80s: Tri-phosphor fluorescent lamp ∅ 26 mm at low-loss ballast, old luminaire with white louvre

0 %           50 %   Energy consumption   100 %

35 - 45 % 

30 - 40 %

80 %

100 %

20 - 30 %

15 - 25 %

New system*: With modern light guidance technology

New system*: With presence detection

New system*: With daylight control 
and switch off 
New system*: With presence detection, 
daylight control and switch off 

Light-Control for increasing energy effi ciency

When renovating the lighting system, one should 
start with a general check-up of its current con-
dition. Only on the basis of this analysis, state-
ments about possible savings are possible. The 
numbers listed in the chart are to be interpreted 
as a rough guide. In particular, the savings from 

daylight-dependent systems can vary strongly, 
depending on various conditions (eg, geographic 
location, window size and position, direction, ob-
struction, use of time). We recommend to carry 
out an appropriate cost calculation prior to the 
renovation.

Energy Optimisation - benefi tting from saving potentials in interior lighting

Time based lighting systems meet the highest 
contemporary standards of light quality, ergo-
nomics and safety, design considerations, and 
regarding energy terms. With modern lighting 
technology in conjunction with sophisticated 
electronic components, high-effi ciency light 
guidance, optimal measures for glare reduction 
and effi cient light sources, lighting solutions can 
be realised that they correspond to all needs, 
generate much more light and consume less 
energy than old systems with conventional, 
sometimes completely outdated technology. 

The optionally available technologies for better 
control and regulation of lighting systems  pro-
vide even more potential for cost saving and ef-
fi ciency. In installations where a sensible use of 

natural daylight is possible, up to 75% of energy 
saving can be achieved compared to existing 
systems. There are also savings regarding the 
use of sensor technology in presence detection.



SPORTHALLEN

Anwendungshandbuch
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Wiring example

More informationn
in application manual 
„SPORTS HALLS“

hall 1 hall 2 hall 3

partition wall partition wall

sensor 1 sensor 2 sensor 3

operation 
panel

operation 
panel

operation 
panel

Light-Control application example sports hall

Frankenhalle Sennfeld

Developer:  Gemeinde Sennfeld
Consultant: Peter Gröger, Regiolux, Königsberg
Construction: Elektro Volker Stoike, Sennfeld

Contact:
T +49 9525 89-222
F +49 9525 89-223
energieoptimierung@regiolux.de

Application ManualSPORTS HALLS
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Room typesBall impact-resistant sports facilities

Sports hall lighting Regiolux

Room typesHall lighting

Room typesSide rooms & circulation areas
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The badminton hall at the Fredericia Idræt-
scenter, a sports and leisure facility has 
been converted to energy-saving LED ligh-
ting technology. The new hall lighting not 
only benefits the environment, but also sa-
ves money. This is due to the obsolete 4x58 
W luminaires with conventional lamps being 
replaced by energy-efficient high bay „sport-
ler“ LED. The new lighting concept saves ap-
proximately 6,000 W/h as the lighting soluti-
on for the 1.100 m² hall. This reduces energy 
consumption and electricity costs for the 
hall lighting by roughly 50 percent. 
The old luminaires were replaced one for 
one during the retrofit and the „sportler“ so-
lution was simply mounted on the existing 
mounting rails. 56 LED luminaires positi-
oned along the slanted roof provide the hall 
with light in a manner that is both efficient 

as well as highly effective in providing a wide light 
distribution. In the relevant working plane, i. e.on 
the court, they achieve a mean illuminance of 580 
lx. A presence-dependent control system also 
ensures that lights are only turned on when nee-
ded and thereby increases savings even further. 
Due to the high shuttlecock strokes played du-
ring badminton matches, it was particularly im-
portant to reduce any glare. This was achieved 
with a UGR value of 19, making this solution ideal 
when it comes to top athletic performance. 

Fredericia Idrætscenter, Fredericia Actual project

Badminton hall with benefits from 50 
percent energy savings 

Project data
Construction authority Fredericia Idrætscenter, DK 
Lighting   es-light aps., Fredensgade 35, 
   DK-5000 Odense C
Electrician  Lindpro a/s, Brovadvej 51, 
   DK-7000 Fredericia

Planing
SOHTB/1000 LED 22200 840 
Average illuminance: utilization plane 580 lx
UGR=19
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It is not just different sports that make 
different demands on hall lighting. 
Different types of use in particular make 
it worth giving the lighting system a bit 
more thought. 
Alongside the usual criteria such as 
lighting level and homogeneity, vertical 
illuminances and mechanical loads such 
as ball impact can be taken into consi-
deration.

Multi-purpose hall 

             RGBW
- colours things up

            Planning of 
a multi-purpose hall

The luminaires should be equipped with 
RGBW technology for coloured light, 
such as is required e.g. for dances. 
Thanks to the compact LED technology, 
this requirement can also be fulfilled in 
addition to the respective control sys-
tem.
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- guaranteed to make the best use of the hall capacity

             Good planning is the key

             Light management 
- it‘s in your hands

Sophisticated control technology tailo-
red to requirements makes it possible to 
provide the right light in the required illu-
minance quickly and easily for every re-
quirement in the hall. The integration of 
a corresponding sensor system makes 
further potential savings possible.

            Tunable White technology 
for the right lighting scene

If the hall is required for events such as gala evenings or theatre perfor-
mances, warmer coloured light and lower illuminances are preferred. 
Luminaires with Tunable White technology can be an adequate solution 
in connection with additional luminaires in this case. With these 
luminaires, the light colour can be varied typically between 3,000 Kelvin 
(warm-white light), through 4,000 Kelvin (neutral white light) to 6,000 
Kelvin (light colour similar to daylight white).

The lighting system will only meet your 
demands if all the requirements are 
thought through from the word go. We 
will support you on your way to better 
light. lichtplanung@regiolux.de



Berechnungsergebnisse, Raum 1

3D-Falschfarben, Ansicht von links (E)

Objekt
Anlage
Projektnummer
Datum

:  Sporthalle
:
:
:  07.11.2016

REGIOLUX GmbH, Hellinger Str. 3, 97486 Königsberg
harald.popp@regiolux.de

Sporthalle_SOHTB700_300lux.rdf

100 200 300 400 500
Beleuchtungsstärke [lx]
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Planning example sports-/multi-purpose hall

Calculation basis

Illuminance (lx)

Light density Illuminance

Gymnasium
In the case of an inclined roof surface 
an individual lighting calculation is 
recommended.
Mounting height MH = 7 m

Lamps
LED LF 840

Calculation basis/legend
E = Nominal illuminance
Em = Average illuminance (hall)
Em 1/3 = Average illuminance
            (1/3 hall)

Ulilization plane = 0,0 m

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,7 (ceiling)
       0,5 (wall)
       0,3 (fl oor)
a1 / a2 / a3 = Longitudinal spacing
b1 / b2 = Transverse spacing
G1 = Emin : Em 

Type lamps E no. of luminaires Total power consumption 
(incl. ED) a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 G1 Em Em 1/3

SOHB/700 LED 14600 300 lx 4 x 9 = 36 3,525 kW 2,50 m 5,00 m 5,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 360 lx 320 lx
SOHB/700 LED 14600 500 lx 4 x 12 = 48 4,700 kW 1,88 m 3,75 m 3,75 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 500 lx 420 lx
SOHB/1000 LED 21900 300 lx 4 x 6 = 24 3,526 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 360 lx 320 lx
SOHB/1000 LED 21900 500 lx 4 x 9 = 36 5,289 kW 2,50 m 5,00 m 5,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 540 lx 470 lx
SOHB/1300 LED 29100 300 lx 3 x 6 = 18 3,525 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 4,50 m 9,00 m 1 : 1,3 370 lx 320 lx
SOHB/1300 LED 29100 500 lx 4 x 6 = 24 4,700 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 500 lx 430 lx
SOHTB/700 LED 14600 300 lx 4 x 9 = 36 3,525 kW 2,50 m 5,00 m 5,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 380 lx 340 lx
SOHTB/700 LED 14600 500 lx 4 x 12 = 48 4,700 kW 1,88 m 3,75 m 3,75 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 500 lx 450 lx
SOHTB/1000 LED 21900 300 lx 4 x 6 = 24 3,526 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 380 lx 350 lx
SOHTB/1000 LED 21900 500 lx 4 x 9 = 36 5,289 kW 2,50 m 5,00 m 5,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 560 lx 510 lx
SOHTB/1300 LED 29200 300 lx 3 x 6 = 18 3,525 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 4,50 m 9,00 m 1 : 1,3 390 lx 350 lx
SOHTB/1300 LED 29200 500 lx 4 x 6 = 24 4,700 kW 3,75 m 7,50 m 7,50 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 510 lx 460 lx
THLA/1500-1  LED 4900 300 lx 4 x 24= 96 5,280 kW 0,94 m 1,88 m 1,88 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 310 lx 270 lx
THLA/THLE/1500-2 LED 9700 500 lx 4 x 21 = 84 9,156 kW 1,07 m 2,15 m 2,15 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 550 lx 470 lx
THLA/THLE/1500-2 LED 9700 300 lx 4 x 12 = 48 5,232 kW 1,88 m 3,75 m 3,75 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 310 lx 270 lx
THLA/THLE/1500-3 LED 14600 500 lx 4 x 15 = 60 9,840 kW 1,50 m 3,00 m 3,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 590 lx 510 lx
THLA/THLE/1500-3 LED 14600 300 lx 4 x 9 = 36 5,904 kW 2,50 m 5,00 m 5,00 m 2,25 m 7,50 m 1 : 1,3 350 lx 310 lx
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Example fashion show

Three-bay sports hall and multi-purpose hall

Legend A = Stage / B = Seating / C = Technics / D = Catering



THLA/1500-2 LED 9700
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Planning example tennis hall

Tennis hall
In the case of an inclined roof surface 
an individual lighting calculation is 
recommended.

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance (playing fi eld) 
Em  = 587 lx 
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m
Mounting height = 5 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8 

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,5 (ceiling)/ 0,3 (end cap)/ 
0,0 (side walls)/ 0,1 (fl oor)
In tennis halls with several courts no 
refl ection surfaces on the lateral playing 
sides.

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 750 500 300
Uniformity 0,7 0,7 0,5

Calculation basis

Type no. of luminaires Em Em 2/3 Em 1/3 G

THLA/1500-2 LED 9700 2 x 19 + 2 x 2 = 42 587 lx 0,85
THLA/1500-3 LED 14600 2 x 19 + 2 x 2 = 42 881 lx 587 lx 294 lx 0,85



SOHTB/0700 LED 14600
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Planning example squash hall

Calculation basis

Squash hall

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance (playing fi eld)
Em = 543 lux
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m
Mounting height = 6 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,7 (ceiling)/ 0,7 (walls)/ 0,3 (floor)

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 750 500 300
Uniformity 0,7 0,7 0,5

Type no. of luminaires Em

SOHTB/0700 LED 14600 2 x 2 = 4 543 lx



SDT + SDGVOA/1500 LED 4000 SDT + SDGOB/1500 LED 8000
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Planning example badminton hall

Calculation basis

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 750 500 300
Uniformity 0,7 0,7 0,7

Type no. of luminaires Em

SDT + SDGVOA/1500 LED 4000 2 x 10 =20 473 lx
SDT + SDGOB/1500 LED 8000 2 x 10 =20 570 lx

Badminton hall

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance (playing fi eld)
Em = 473 lux
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m
Mounting height = 6 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,7 (ceiling)/ 0,5 (walls)/ 0,2 (floor)
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cake-CKHLTB LED 14000
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Planning example riding hall

Calculation basis

Riding hall

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance Em = 315 lux
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m
Mounting height = 4,5 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8 

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,5 (ceiling)/ 0,3 (walls)/ 0,1 (floor)

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 500 300 200
Uniformity 0,7 0,6 0,5

Type no. of luminaires Em

cake-CKHLTB LED 14000 4 x 7 = 28 315 lx



sportler-SOHB/0700 LED 14600
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Planning example indoor soccer

Calculation basis

Indoor soccer, golf and other sports

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance (playing fi eld)
Em = 235 lx
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m
Mounting height = 6 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,5 (ceiling)/ 0,0 (walls)/ 0,1 (floor)
Partly no reflective wall surfaces but nets 
to the adjacent court

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 750 500 200
Uniformity 0,7 0,7 0,5

Type no. of luminaires Em

sportler-SOHB/0700 LED 14600 3 x 4 = 12 235 lx



ilia-ILG/1200 4000lm SDT + SDGOT 4000lm
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Planning example bowling alley

Calculation basis

Bowling

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance  (alley/target)
Em = 251 lux (alley)
Em = 620 lux (target)
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m (alley)
Mounting height = 3 m
Maintenance factor  = 0,8 

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,7 (ceiling)/ 0,5 (walls, target wall 0,2)/ 
0,2 (floor)

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 200 200 200
Uniformity 0,5 0,5 0,5
Average illuminance (lx) 500 500 500
Uniformity 0,8 0,8 0,8

Target illumination (Pins)

Type no. of luminaires Em

Alley illumination ilia-ILG/1200 4000 4 x 5 =20 251 lx
Target illumination SDT + SDGOT 4000 4 620 lx



ilia-ILG/1200 4000 SDT + SDGOT 8000
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Target illumination (targets)

Planning example shooting range

Shooting range

Calculation basis/legend
Average illuminance (alley/target)
Em = 268 lux (alley)
Em = 1480 lux (target)
Ulilization plane = 0,0 m (alley)
Mounting height = 3 m
Maintenance factor = 0,8

Refl ection values
ρ = 0,7 (ceiling)/ 0,5 (walls, target wall 0,2)
      / 0,2 (floor)

Lighting class I II III

Average illuminance (lx) 200 200 200
Uniformity 0,5 0,5 0,5
Vertical illuminance (lx) 25m 1000 1000 1000
Vertical illuminance (lx) 50m 2000 2000 2000
Uniformity 0,8 0,8 0,8

Calculation basis

Type no. of luminaires Em

Alley illumination ilia-ILG/1200 4000 4 x 5 =20 268 lx
Target illumination SDT + SDGOT 8000 4 1480 lx



SDT + SDGOT 8000
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Basis for planning

Indoor winter sports

Climbing and bouldering halls

Basis for planning

The lighting in a climbing hall poses a parti-
cular challenge. Every climbing wall needs a 
homogeneous lighting level. 
The wall structure as well as all of the holds 
and steps must be clearly visible. To achieve 
this, boulder halls are ideally illuminated with 
a mixture of diffuse and focussed light. The 
light incidence (at the side or from the top) 
must be selected to avoid any in such a way 
that no shadows are cast if possible and 
that the climber is not dazzled. Climbing is 
only fun when all of these points have been 
taken into consideration.

The requirements placed on lighting are as 
diverse as the types of winter sport them-
selves.
Different levels of illumination are required. 
Depending on the type of sport, greater il-
luminances are required at the finish, and 
vertical illuminances may even be neces-
sary. For this reason, the requirements are 
often similar to those for multi-purpose 
halls. Additional considerations are the red-
uction of reflections on the shiny surface of 
the ice and the low ambient temperatures, 
of course. Many winter sports halls such as 
ski halls have individual dimensions so that 
detailed planning is necessary. We will be 
pleased to be of help.
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Go-kart halls

Indoor playground

Basis for planning

Basis for planning

Indoor playgrounds are becoming more and 
more popular, not just in holiday regions – 
and special attention must be paid to the 
lighting system here too, of course. Homo-
geneous lighting of 200 Lux is required in 
accordance with lighting class III for leisure 
sports. Special attention has to be paid to 
the shade cast by the equipment as well as 
any mechanical loads which may occur. In 
addition, higher anti-glare requirements are 
in place where screen-supported playground 
equipment is involved. Our specialist advi-
sers will be happy to help.

With requirements of approx. 200 Lux of ho-
mogeneous lighting, motor sports halls do 
not make particularly high demands on ligh-
ting technology. Nevertheless, care still has 
to be taken to ensure that the drivers are not 
dazzled as far as possible. 
In many cases, requirements with respect 
to dust caused by abrasion and chemical re-
sistances (caused by exhaust gases and/or 
vapours) must be taken into account so that 
there is no long-term damage to the lighting 
system. So take the right precautions.
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Gym, exercising, yoga

Basis for planning

Fitness has never been more topical, but 
anyone who wants to be successful has to 
think long and hard about the lighting sys-
tem. Homogeneous lighting at 300 Lux ho-
rizontally is only the beginning. When gym 
equipment is used, care must be taken that 
the screens and displays are neither shaded 
nor dazzle so as to ensure the safe use of 
the equipment. 
Any relaxation zones should have a sepa-
rate light intensity and light colour concept 
to support the relaxation process through 
light. In addition, it makes particular sense 
to make sure there is a continuous lighting 
concept for all side rooms. We will be plea-
sed to provide advice.
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Bouldering hall Nordwand, Erfurt Actual project

To allow climbers to have fun in even the worst weather, 
the climbing hall „Nordwand“ in Erfurt has approx. 120 
climbing routes between grades 3 and 10 on a climbing 
area of 1100 m². Due to the height of the hall walls of 
up to 13 metres, the Regiolux luminaires from the hall 
lighting range with a wide light distribution were ideal 
because they allowed the vertical illuminances to be 
achieved easily as well. 

The lower 350 m² boulder area could also be covered 
perfectly with this lighting concept. All in all, this resulted 
in an impressively pleasant atmosphere at the facility 
that does justice to all uses and design issues. Thanks 
to zone switching options, the lighting can even be used 
cost efficiently when there are few people using the hall. 

A project that leaves nothing to be desired.

Project data Construction authority  Nordwand Bouldering GmbH, Erfurt
Lighting   Regiolux GmbH, Königsberg
Electrician   EAB GmbH, Waltershausen
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Anlagenschema 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optional ist die Regiolux-Sporthallensteuerung auch für max. 128 DALI-EVG/ET je Hallenteil lieferbar. Entsprechend 

werden je Halle 2 DALI-Linien für je max. 64 DALI-Teilnehmer zur Verfügung gestellt. 

Die Installation für die Sensoren und die DALI-Linien ist aufgrund der Betriebsspannungen in Niederspannungsleitung 

(z. B. NYM) auszuführen. Die Bedientableaus und die Endschalter können mit Kleinspannungsleitung (z. B. JY(St)Y) 

angefahren werden. 
Leitungen zur Spannungsversorgung der Leuchten und der Steuerung werden nicht dargestellt. 

 

SPORTHALLEN

Anwendungshandbuch

Regiolux GmbH

Regiolux GmbH
Hellinger Straße 3
D 97486 Königsberg
T +49 9525 89 0
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Beispiel 3: 

Funktionales Tunable White zur Erzeugung von Lichtstimmungen bzw. Lichtszenen, die Bedienung erfolgt über 

Funktaster (EnOcean). Geeignet für Büros, Klassenräume, Konferenzräume, u.ä. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Über einen 4-fach Funktaster kann die Beleuchtung ein-/ausgeschaltet und gedimmt werden. Bis zu vier definierte 

Lichtfarben, auf Wunsch gekoppelt an definierte Lichtniveaus, lassen sich per Tastendruck auswählen. 

Dadurch, dass die Tasterfunktionen individuell konfiguriert werden können, sind auch alternative Bedienarten und 

Funktionen möglich. Mit der Anordnung von weiteren Tastern lassen sich Funktionen erweitern und kombinieren. Die 

Einbindung von EnOcean-Funkfernbedienungen ist auf Anfrage möglich. 
Die Leuchten werden als eine Gruppe im Broadcastbetrieb gesteuert. 

Die Steuergeräte und Taster werden vorkonfiguriert geliefert, somit entfällt die Programmierung und Inbetriebnahme vor 

Ort. 
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Lighting for schools

Sports halls

Tunable white 
Luminaires for Human 
Centric Lighting

Tunable White

3

Lichtniveau mit der richtigen Lichtfarbe das 
Konzentrationsvermögen der Schüler unter-
stützt und somit unmittelbar den Lernerfolg 
beeinfl usst. Nicht zuletzt trägt Licht auch 
zum Wohlbefi nden bei. Kunstlicht ist somit als Ergänzung zum 

Tageslicht von immens großer Bedeutung - 
zum Lernen, aber auch zum Lehren. Dabei 

sollte immer der Nutzer des Lichts im 
Mittelpunkt der Überlegung stehen, erst 
danach folgen wirtschaftliche oder gestal-
terische Aspekte. Eine gute und professionelle Lichtplanung 

ist zwingend erforderlich, wobei die spe-
ziellen Anforderungen der verschiedenen 
Raumtypen bedient werden müssen.

Investment in the future

Lighting for schools

2

Tunable White as Functional LightAlong with the classic daylight simulation it is also pos-

sible to generate targeted illumination scenarios with a 

special function outside of the circadian rhythm. It needs 

to be assessed with sensitive care, whether this is a mat-

ter of re-setting men‘s inner clock and therefore a type 

of manipulation. The variability of the light colour „white“ 

however can be used in many fields of application.
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Luminaires for dynamic colour applications and Human Centric Lighting

Tunable white - 
Light colour as desired
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Application Manual
SPORTS HALLS

Application Manual
TUNABLE WHITE  HUMAN CENTRIC LIGHTING

Lighting for schools
Investment in the future


